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Please note:

By President Joe Henschen
Twitter @ JaHe1
The Heat is On

Sargeant at Arms
article by Clay Hansen

Welcome New CCA Members
article by Editor Judy Dorris and
TC Bourlon

JUNE, 2022

Throughout the last few years, many City Letter Carriers across the country
have suffered heat related injuries. Some were very serious. A few were
fatal. As these events were investigated, the NALC looked to see if USPS
properly trained their supervisors and our Letter Carriers.
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) recommends a
Heat Illness Prevention Program (HIPP) that includes training, acclimatizing,
and monitoring workers as well as planning for and responding to heatrelated emergencies.
When things go wrong and it is clear that USPS did not do what OSHA
recommends, we determine whether the National Agreement, local
grievance settlements or the Occupational Safety and Health Act were
violated.
If necessary, we file grievances and OSHA complaints. In most cases, we
offer assistance to OSHA and share information to show what really
happened. In every failure, NALC’s goal is to prevent the same from
happening again. In spite of our best efforts, our employer continuously puts
budget first, failing its obligation to provide you with a safe work
environment.

Joe Henschen’s phone
number has been changed It is this writer’s opinion that those supervisors, managers, and postmasters
to: (727) 492-4009
who put you in harm’s way to make their budget should be fired.

NEXT BRANCH MEETING AT THE HALL AND VIA ZOOM: THURSDAY, JUNE 9, 2022

Furthermore, the management team behind them
should be held accountable, and fired, if necessary,
until their attitude changes and they make safety a
true core value.

push send and the claim is filed,
3. Obtain a Form CA-16, signed by management,
and then provide the form to the treating
physician.

The General Duty Clause:
4. After medical care is provided, NALC requests
that the employee or a union representative fill
out a NALC Initial Heat Injury Report.

In the absence of a specific heat safety rule, OSHA
uses the “General Duty Clause” as the basis of a
heat safety citation, and, in so doing, must establish
that:

NALC seeks contact information for the injured
employee as well as for the branch president. We
then need a description, from the employee, as to
what happened leading up to the injury.

1) The employer failed to keep the workplace free
of a hazard to which employees of that employer
were exposed.

When filling out the form, please share what type of
delivery is involved (mounted, park-and-loop,
centralized), temperature (heat, humidity, and heat
index, if possible) symptoms experienced by the
injured employee, as well as communication with
management and its response. All these factors are
very helpful in getting a picture of what went wrong.

2) The hazard was recognized.
3) The hazard was causing or was likely to cause
death or serious physical harm; and
4) There was a feasible and useful method to
correct the hazard.

Once the form is completed, it should be given to
the Branch Office and a copy will be forwarded to
the NALC Director of Safety and Health and to the
appropriate National Business Agent (NBA). A copy
of the form can be found on NALC’s safety page in
the section titled “Enforcing heat safety rules”, and
on the Homepage of the Branch Website :
Branch1477nalc.org.

The USPS Operations at Headquarters and in the
field have expressed great opposition to the
development of an HIPP that would consider all of
the elements suggested by OSHA. Their thought
process is that it is too costly and too inconvenient,
so they claim it is just not possible given the
parameters of our contract. If Operations had it their
way, they would require you to be a world-class
athlete, immune to the weather and able to forge
ahead no matter what gets in your way.

Once the form is received at NALC Headquarters, it
will be tracked and a copy will be forwarded to the
appropriate NBA so that they can follow up as
necessary with the injured employee, make sure
that they have received the necessary medical care,
and to assist, if necessary, with workers’
compensation paperwork and processing, a service
that is provided to NALC members only.

The National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH) and OSHA have issued warnings
about working in the heat and the need to take
precautionary measures as indicated above. You
know how you feel when you are exposed to
extreme heat, and you know how it affects your
ability to do your best.

5. The local representative should then investigate
the facts leading up to the injury. The following
represent some of the issues that need to be
explored, though other questions also may need to
be asked:

In the event a letter carrier suffers a heat related
injury, the following steps should be taken:
1. The first thing that needs to be done is to
provide the injured employee with medical
attention by transporting the employee to a
medical facility or immediately calling 911 for
emergency care.

• Did the employer properly train all Letter Carriers
(including the injured employee) on how to prevent
a heat injury? If so, when was this training last
provided?

2. The employee, a union representative or a
member of the family should log into
Ecomp.dol.gov and file a claim and complete a
CA-1 requesting continuation of pay. When you

• Did the employer provide water, rest, and shade,
as recommended by OSHA and NIOSH?
 If the employee or someone else communicated
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with management to advise of the employee’s
condition, did management act appropriately and
get the employee out of harm’s way, or did they fail
their responsibilities to the employee? If they failed,
what were their actions?¹

the random draw performed at the national level.
The months of June, July, and August as well as
December are excluded from any selection.
The data analysis will include data integrity issues
such as amended clock rings, work hour transfers,
designation of work hour codes, errors discovered
when reviewing DSR data and errors on PS Form
3999. The teams will also look at volume for the
selected period by route to include, cased Letters,
Flats, SPR’s, Parcels, Sequenced mailings, DPS
and FSS.

A large part of protecting yourself is recognizing that
your illness is heat related. Not having lived through
the symptoms of a heat related illness, it may go
unidentified. Recovery may be misleading and
fighting through fatigue, leg cramps, headache and
returning to the heat too soon can lead to more
severe illness later.

When determining the evaluated office time on each
route, the regular carrier’s (or mutually agreed upon
replacement) actual average office time will be
used, to include auxiliary assistance and anomaly
adjustments for the data analysis review period… or
the estimated standard for the route using the
average cased volume (which includes any anomaly
adjustments) on the route for the data analysis
review period. The lesser of the above mentioned
will be selected.

When you or a co-worker suffer symptoms of Heat
Exhaustion notify your Steward or call the hall for an
Officer to get involved as soon as possible so the
Heat Illness Prevention Program can be enforced.
______________________________
¹ NALC Contract talk May 2018
__________________________________________

However, the route evaluation and adjustment team
will consider feedback from carrier’s initial
consultation regarding the route’s office time.

Hubble’s Troubles
By Executive Vice President,
Chris Hubble

Not sure what the acronym is to be, but it’s a RAP!
M-01982 was signed by both parties earlier this
month. The parties agreed upon a new process to
evaluate and adjust city delivery routes with
information made available using Digital Street
Review (DSR) technology as the primary means.

The city delivery routes will be adjusted with the use
of Digital Street Review (DSR) as the primary
means. When determining the evaluated street time
on each route, the team will consider the regular
carrier’s (or mutually agreed upon replacement)
actual average total street time to include auxiliary
assistance and anomaly adjustments during the
seven-week period plus the jointly selected Live
Week of data collection. In addition, the actual
average total street time from the jointly selected
Live Week of data collection for the regular carrier
and/or agreed to replacement as well as auxiliary
assistance and anomaly adjustments.

There will be a minimum of five joint teams in our FL
2 District in addition to a lead team. The district lead
team, along with the route evaluation and
adjustment team(s) will be responsible for data
analysis, route evaluation and adjustment, jointly
conducting carrier consultations and ensuring that
all resulting data and unit records are updated.

However, the adjustment team will consider
feedback from the carrier’s comments during the
jointly selected Live Week of data collection, the
initial consultation regarding the route’s street time,
and regarding the data shared at the initial
consultation to ensure that the street time selected
is representative of the route.

The zone selection periods will be July and October
of 2022 as well as May of 2023. Additional zones
may only be selected for evaluation by mutual
agreement of the district lead team. The data
analysis review period will consist of a Live Week of
data collection jointly selected by the district lead
team plus seven additional weeks as determined by

If the DSR data is jointly determined to be
unavailable and/or unusable in a zone, data from
the Workhour Workload Report will be used for the
same evaluation period. In the above circumstance,
during the Live Week of data collection, while not
required, management may inspect a route but no
more than three days.

Technology Integrated Alternate Route
Evaluation and Adjustment Process….
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In addition, on each workday during the life of this
agreement, the Workhour Workload Report for all
routes, for the previous day, will be posted daily in a
convenient location.

Sergeant at Arms
Clay Hansen

As you can see from the above language, the
parties have mutually developed a process that is
less intrusive and more efficient than a traditional
Route Count and Inspection (RCI). The memo is
thirty-six (36) pages, so in the coming months, I’ll
share more details such as the Consultation Script
and the Pre-Evaluation Questionnaire for the Local
Office Contacts.

Take 5 With Clay
I went to a Rays game recently and as I read the
team’s program, I came across the page that had a
player feature interview. It’s always an interesting
read to learn about someone through quick easy
questions. That’s where I had the idea to start my
own “series” featuring members in the Twig. The
concept is simple, 5 questions to learn more about
our members. I hope to make this a monthly “series”
so if you’d like to be featured please answer the 5
questions and email or text the answers to me.
Mark Danna – Pinellas Park

We are back to having
Branch Membership Meetings
at the Hall.

How long have you been a letter carrier? “6
Years”

Meetings will continue to be
held via Zoom.

Was there another carrier who helped or
influenced your career as a letter carrier?”
Plenty of people helped me early on, but
can’t think of anyone specific.”

Mask at your own discretion

Hardest part of being a letter carrier? “The heat
of the summer!”

Food will be provided
by the Branch

What snack is always in your lunchbox?
“Peanut Butter and Jelly”
Favorite TV show? “I don’t watch much TV but
if I had to pick, Money Heist.”
Again, if you’d like to be featured please reach out
through text or email!

We are no longer
excepting
ANY uniforms
at this time
at the Union
Hall

Clay Hansen,
Sergeant at Arms
727-744-2456
Claybranch1477@gmail.com
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Palmetto:

Editor’s Corner

Marlinda Lowe

By Editor/Webmaster,

Punta Gorda:

Judy Dorris

Craig Puckett
Jeremy Mulinix

Welcome new City Carrier Assistants
St. Petersburg:

The Branch would like to welcome our new City
Carrier Assistant members. They are the future of
our Branch and the Postal Service. Please give
them your knowledge and patience as they have a
lot of rules, regulations, etc. to learn all at once.
Help them out whenever possible.

Thomas Adams
Christopher Anderson
Corban Arnold
Andrew Barrows
Nisha Benitez
Cynthia Rodriguez-Carmona
Pamelia Carter
Ross Cassidy
Jason Cherman
Calvin Courtney
Dorian Edwards
Allyson Friedt
Jonathan Gazard
Willis Guzman
Michael Hancock
Leah Hart
Patrick Hawk
Ernest Haynes
Hugh Hester
Dontre Hibbert
Devonte Hinton
Alex Huschitt
Trey Jones
Morgan Kalish
Ron Kurmay
Eric Lottes
Steve Mandel
Christopher Mazzola
Kaine McCloe
Gary Millner
David Mills
Alim Mohamed
Michael Moore
Dural Mosley
Jontae Murphy
Lewis Murray
Hallie Myars
David Montero Natal
Angel Nieves
Jessica Nyland
Diana Ospina
Yohan Pereda
Elimelec Garcia Perez
Elia Rivas
Kiara Rivera
Antonio Robeiro

This list includes new members dating back from
last October until the present.
Names are in alphabetical order by
Installation and not by Relative Standing.

Office

Dunedin:
James Cheviron
Alexandria Holliday
Jeffrey Mylan

Ellenton:
Marissa Baker
Gerald Key

Englewood:
Renee Ash
Daniel Zalutskiy

Indian Rocks Beach:
Kelly Brown
Mary McLemore
Jonel Riska

Largo/Seminole:
Michael Birk
Stacey Cruise
Richard Gardenhigh
Brandon Goor
Brigette Hart
Nate Hopkins
Omar Ingles
Maite Melendea-Mercado
Taylor-Ashdon Hayward-Reinert
Jose David-Reyes
Ronda Wolf
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Robert Rodriguez
Kenyatta Royes
Teneisa Salone
Brently Scantland
Nathan Shurtz
Dorian Sizemore
Jaqvan Smith
Steven Stucker
Tyler Thomas
Lynn VanMeter
Sophia Webb
Wynette Welton
Miranda Wilbur
Donnie Williams
Sean Williams
Marcus Wilson

service, at the downtown Hilton, with Joyce
amassing boxes of treats for their goody bags. Of
course she's in charge of it!
We send wishes for Diana Keller's speedy and
permanent recovery from her car accident, nasty
fall, and Covid and Sandy who is still walking with
pain and a mobility aid.
Happy June birthdays to Sally Madden (18), Pat
O'Donnell (21), and Shirley Moran (25).
Happy June anniversaries to Susan and Roger
Chavez (2) and Alvern and Ralph Brown (14).
Happy June 19th Father's Day and Juneteenth
celebration.
___________________________________

___________________________________

Breakfast Attendees

Auxiliary 181 News

The following attended Pinellas Park Breakfast
First Monday of the Month Bunch

By Dottie Tutt-Hutchinson

May 2nd:

Since Joyce Keller inaugurated our lunch meetings,
we've come to enjoy the socialization it enhances.
So much so, that we had a tea party at our May
meeting - just for us! Joyce made her famous
chicken salad croissants, a delicious broccoli salad,
and a one time only mystery pudding. It
incorporated ingredients she brought back from
England and others that she dreamed up. We all
wanted the recipe, but she had none, it was a
creative endeavor. As often happens, Sandy Hart,
Sue Elliott, Joyce, and I brought desserts, more
than enough!

Chris Hubble, Keith Anderson, Denny Elliott, Bob
Shokey, Leon Jernigan, Roy Vanderveer, and
Johnny Wagner

Steward Meeting Attendees
Meetings are held at the Hall and on Zoom and
led by President Joe Henschen and Executive
Vice President Chris Hubble.

Our meeting finally began, with us finishing
business before our summer hiatus. We'll start up
on September 7th, with Alice Wannike hosting. Of
course we'll have to get together on July 6th at noon
at Freda's restaurant to visit with each other.

April 21st:
A.J. Pollard, Tonya Lee, Ben Hamilton, Donny
DeMilta, Eric Short, Sheldon Jones, Mark Patrick,
James Grazioso, Adam DeVeau, Anthony Roger,
Scott Archbold, Cheryl Anderson, Jody Dodd, Kerry
Thompson, Brian Andrews, Patrice Cannonier

***********************************
Carriers and CCA's who are undergoing
financial hardship,
please let us know through the Union
or by calling Joyce Keller.
We have a small fund to assist you
in your time of need.
**********************************

May 19:
A.J. Pollard, Tonya Lee, Ben Hamilton, Eric Short,
Mark Patrick, James Grazioso, Anthony Roger,
Scott Holderbaum, Jody Dodd, Brian Andrews, Tim
Cox, Chuck Cavicchio, Tiffany Naughton, Ken
Domingos, Jonathan Swinney, Patrick Jacques

Shirley Moran and Joyce will travel up north for
memorials for their siblings, while Sue will visit
Chicago while Denny attends the NALC convention
this summer. Joyce's sorority celebrates 91 years of
7

Branch 1477
2022 Drive Day
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ARSLAN UNIFORMS :

the April minutes as printed in the Twig by Terry
Johnson. Seconded by Eric . Motion passes.

Serving Englewood, Punta Gorda, Port Charlotte

Rochelle McDevitt (239) 691-4474

Reading of Official Correspondence: by Ken
Grasso: None
Branch by the Numbers: As of PP 9 the Dues
Roster has 809 Active Members with 776 paying
dues. We have 30 members as No Deductions, 4
are on Military Leave. 4 paying direct, with 16 on
LWOP or Break in Service, 10 Carriers have
separated or on Break in Service.
Retirees 562 (90 Gold Cards) 1371 Total Members,
453 Members in the NALC Health Benefit Plan.
Application of New Members: by Ken Grasso:
None.
I would like to welcome Kelly Bins from Absolute
Quality Interpreting Services LLC.
Treasurer: Chuck Cavicchio—No Financial Report
given.
Director of Retiree Affairs: O.D. Elliott—No
Report.
Director of Insurance: Tom Phillips—Telehealth is
available to all members. Eyeglass reimbursements
are as follows: 5 members, 6 dependents for a total
of $549.00.
Political District 13 Liaison: Tom Phillips—Read
Article about the Postal Retirement Fairness Act.

Minutes of MAY 12, 2022
Membership Meeting

Trustee Report: Brian Andrews—No Report.
Sergeant at Arms: Clay Hansen—No Report.
Editor/Webmaster: Judy Dorris—No Report.

Recording/Financial
Secretary

Vice President Report: Zulma Betancourt—No
Report.

Ken Grasso

Executive Vice President: Chris Hubble—USPS
and NALC signed a Memo for a Route Adjustment.
It is like the previous process but this time no riding
along and no office count. Will use historical data
that comes from your scanner. 3999 will be
achieved through the scanner. Starts in September.

Meeting called to order at 7:00 p.m. by President
Joe Henschen.
Invocation by: O.D. Elliott

Welfare Reports:
Pledge of Allegiance: led by President Joe
Henschen.

Sad:

Minutes of previous meeting: Motion to accept
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Dorian Sizemore, CCA Crossroads—Had on the







on the 26th.

job vehicle accident and required surgery.
Pamelia Carter, CCA Crossroads—
Grandmother passed away.
Melody Fick, Carrier Seminole—Husband had
surgery.
John Sarka, Retiree St. Pete Beach—Passed
away.
Amy Howe, Carrier Seminole—fell and broke
her nose and is also having back surgery.
Bob Brown, Retiree Madeira Beach—fell and
broke his clavicle.

Lynn Pendleton was down here for the meeting on
the New Route Inspection Process and Executive
Vice President Chris Hubble is going to be one of
the Lead Members in this process.
Executive Board discussed the next COP meeting
scheduled this September 25th-26th in Anchorage,
Alaska. It was recommended to send President
Henschen and take Executive Vice President Chris
Hubble also. Motion by O.D. Elliott and seconded by
Patrick Jacques. Motion passes.

Glad:







Mike Hill, Retiree—Son Alex graduated Summa
Cum Laude going into the Master’s Program at
FSU.
CCAs promoted to Full-Time Regular:
Sam Khamheng—St. Pete Main
Joe Mugenski—St. Pete Main
Chris Anderson—Gulfwinds
Eric Pacherco—St. Pete
Joshua Reeves—Ellenton
Martha Fry, Newly Retired—Ellenton
Frank Roberts, Newly Retired—Seminole

Annually we must complete up to date I-9 forms.
Every employee must complete this form. All
Officers and Stewards need to do this. I-9 forms are
available from the branch office.
Relative standing lists for CCAs were causing
issues of where each person’s standing was. It has
been addressed and this week the new lists will be
put out. There will probably be some questions on it.
Questions still arise about the Juneteenth Holiday
however no memorandum has been put out. NALC
and the Postal Service continue to hold discussions
concerning additional issues related to the
observance of this holiday for all City Letter
Carriers.

Presidents Report:
National Convention: We have reserved 21 rooms
and will be staying at the Hilton on South Michigan
Avenue which is 1.3 miles from the Convention
Center and 2 blocks from transportation pickup
area. Air Fares are ranging $640-$701. It has been
decided by NALC that anyone attending the
Convention must present a vaccination card in order
to be admitted to Convention Center. As a result, 5
delegates have opted out of attending (1 due to not
being a paid delegate and 4 others). So, we will be
sending 16 delegates.

Charges have been brought against a member and
this process is governed under Article 10 of the
Constitution of Subordinate and Federal Branches.
The process involves the signed, written statement
of charges of misconduct against the member. This
written statement of charges are delivered to the
member. The charges will be read tonight by the
Recording Secretary and there will be no discussion
tonight. President Henschen will select 3
disinterested members to investigate the charges.
The duty of the Committee is to find the true facts.
The parties have a right to be heard before the
Committee. The Committee can interview witnesses
and cross examine the members involved, after
which they will make a written report of facts to the
Branch and present it at the next General
Membership meeting. At that time the member is
able to defend themself before the Branch before a
vote is taken. The Branch will vote by simple
majority whether the facts submitted by the
Committee sustains the charges. If the Branch
decides to sustain the charges, the Branch will
entertain a motion to fix a penalty if that be required.

Food Drive planned for Saturday May 14, 2022.
Sandra Pagan is the Food Drive Coordinator in St.
Petersburg. Some issues down in Punta Gorda
area. President Henschen asked for a motion to
assist with breakfast costs for any station that was
going to do something like this. Motion made by
Terry Johnson, seconded by Eric Short. Motion
passes. Funding amount will be determined by the
size of the zone.
We tried to get remote locations set up but this year
we don’t have any set up in St. Pete. Most of the
stations will be staffed in the afternoon.
South Branch Meeting had a nice turn out. April’s
was cancelled but we plan on returning down South

Motion to adjourn.
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BRANCH 1477 PHONE DIRECTORY
UNION HALL:

(727) 531-1477

EMAIL:

branch1477@tampabay.rr.com

UNION FAX:

(727) 531-1478

WEBSITE:

branch1477nalc.org

OFFICERS OF BRANCH 1477

STEWARDS OF BRANCH 1477
St. Petersburg:

PRESIDENT
Joe Henschen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (727) 492-4009
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
Chris Hubble. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (727) 641-8396
VICE PRESIDENT
Zulma Betancourt . . . . . . . . . . .(813) 597-8363
RECORDING/FINANCIAL SECRETARY
Ken Grasso. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (727) 744-2578
TREASURER
Chuck Cavicchio. . . . . . . . . . . . (727) 798-8506
EDITOR
Judy Dorris. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(727) 403-2173
DIRECTOR OF RETIREE AFFAIRS
O.D. Elliott. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (727) 608-6027

Crossroads 9
Alt
Crossroads 10
Euclid
Alt
Gateway
Gulfwinds 7,11,15
Madeira Beach
Midtown 5
Midtown 12
Northside 2
Alt
Northside 16
Alt
Open Air
Alt
St. Pete Beach
St. Pete Main 13
Alt
St. Pete Main 14
Alt

Ken Domingos
Jody Dodd
Ben Hamilton
Kerry Thompson
Patrick Green
Tom Phillips
Zulma Betancourt
Patrick Jacques
Anwar Douse
Patrice Cannonier
Tiffany Naughton
Suzette Brown
Tonya Lee
Ben Mead
Scott Archbold
Ross Cassidy
Cheryl Anderson
Anthony Roger
Scott Holderbaum
Alan Pollard
Dee Grant

(716) 598-1205
(727) 768-2562
(727) 735-5125
(347) 623-2108
(813) 671-4770
(727) 458-4127
(813) 597-8363
(727) 218-2721
(727) 495-3535
(786) 200-0957
(727) 642-5466
(727) 580-1084
(813) 270-2918
(727) 249-4610
(727) 422-4766
(727) 510-9685
(727) 531-1477
(813) 574-9971
(813) 777-7626
(727) 667-4254
(727) 225-9272

——————————————————————————

DIRECTOR OF INSURANCE
Tom Phillips. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(727) 458-4127
SERGEANT AT ARMS
Clay Hansen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(727) 744-2456
TRUSTEES:
Brian Andrews. . . . . . . . . . .(941) 807-5669
Patrick Jacques. . . . . . . . . (727) 218-2721
Eric Short. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(727) 251-9846

The Twig of the Branch is published monthly by
Branch 1477 West Coast Florida Letter Carriers.
Articles and opinions printed herein are those of the
writer and do not necessarily reflect those of Branch
1477 or the NALC.
We invite all members to
contribute material for possible publications. The
editor reserves the right to edit or reject such material
for reasons of good taste, legality, space, or the good
of the Branch. Articles should be of general interest,
be 350 words or less and be submitted by email to the
branch by the 10th of the month.
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Bradenton Bch
Dunedin
Alt
Ellenton
Englewood
Alt
Indian Rocks Bch
Largo 70/71
Largo 73/78
Palmetto
Pinellas Park
Punta Gorda
PC Annex
Seminole 72/74
Seminole 76/77
Alt 72/74/76/77

Brian Andrews
Chuck Cavicchio
Scott Held
Mark Patrick
Kris Beal
Josh LaGrew
Tim Cox
Adam Deveau
Eric Short
Sheldon Jones
Jonathan Swinney
(Branch Hall)
(Branch Hall)
Jim Grazioso
Donny DeMilta
Anne Winkelbauer

(941) 807-5669
(727) 798-8506
(727) 418-5742
(941) 524-1746
(813) 500-0841
(763) 232-8954
(727) 481-5348
(978) 435-1280
(727) 251-9846
(941) 580-1058
(727) 518-5774
(727) 531-1477
(727) 531-1477
(727) 410-6492
(727) 430-4413
(708) 692-6540

Auxiliary 181
President

Joyce Keller

(727) 541-2194

Congressional Liasons:
District 13: Tom Phillips (727) 458-4127
District 15: Gene Carroll (727) 742-1640
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June 2022
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

1

Largo
Retiree
Breakfast

5
12

6

Pinellas Park
Retiree
Breakfast

St. Pete
Retiree
Breakfast

7

8

13

14

15

Thu

Fri

Sat

2

3

4

9

10

11

16

17

18

24

25

Executive
Board
Meeting

General
Membership
Meeting

Steward’s
Meeting

19

20

21

22

South Branch
Meeting

Father’s
Day

26

23

27

28

29
12

30

